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ABSTRACT

Inter-fiber coefficient of friction, fiber feeding speed, and

separation ro11 speed parameters influence frictional interaction

in rotor yarn spinning by changing the fiber's surface and dynamic

and static frictional characteristics. Hence, the chance of a fiber

being deposited at outputs of the fiber separation section is
influenced by changes in these parameters. The concept of a

frictional interaction factor was adopted to explain the flow of

fibers in changing frictional conditions. The objective was to

develop an equation of the interaction factor through empirical

methods of analysis"

independent variables of inter-fiber friction and fiber feeding

and separation ro11 speeds were manipuJ.ated in experimental tests

using cotton fibers. The dependent variable was the interaction

factor. Observed measurements of the mass of output and input

material during the separation process were used to obtain the data

for the dependent variable at three values of the independent

variables.

A suitable regression model was developed from a consideration of

linear, joint, and quadratic terms of the independent variables.

Regression analysís was done using a method of weighted reast

squares due to heterogeneity in the variance of the observed data,

v¡hich improved the precision of the model for practical application.

a¡t



The linear terms of the independent

adequate to devel-op the prediction model

variables, fiber feeding speed had the

model and separation ro11 speed had the

variables were found to be

. 0f the three independent

smallest contribution to the

largest.
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Chapter I

] NTRODUCTI ON

Open-end yarn spinning has been under development since the rate

1960s 121 ,251. Open-end spinning technologies include air-jet,
vortex, friction, and rotor spinning. Rotor spinning in particular,

is widely used in spinning a variety of staple fibers.

The open-end technology is of special interest because of its
serial treatment of most of the yarn spinning operations (rigure 1 ).

It offers high reductions in production costs over the conventional

ring spinning. The process may be fully automated to include the

creaning of the rotor, yarn break repair, and replacement of the

yarn package.

The open-end rotor machine has gone through technological design

changes since its introduction in manufacturing, more than ten years

ago 125,271. The fiber transportation section of the machine has

been of major interest to researchers 11 r25,33,34,38,4s]. This

investigation focussed on the fiber separation system of open-end

rotor spinning. The following discussion involves factors involved

in the separation of fibers.

I
-l
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Figure 1. Yarn formation in rotor yarn spinning I3gl
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The principal role of the fiber transport process is to continuously

supply fibers to the collecting surface of the rotor twisting

device. To achieve this, the fibers have to be in the form of

individual elements capabLe of being independently controlled. As

part of the fiber transport system, the purpose of the separation

section is to progressively remove the fibers from the fiber sliver

and transport them uniformly to the air-transport channel.

The requirements of the separation process are to (a) remove

individual fibers from the sliver, (b) facilitate removal of the

fibers at the separation ro11/air-transport channel interface, and

(c) provide a clean and continuous assembly of fibers. since the

action of the separation section is to transforn a fiber sliver into

individual fibers, frictional interacti.on plays a major role in

controlling the movement of fibers in the separation section. In

general, differences in the processability of fibers may be regarded

as being due to differences in the physical surface attributes of

the fibers. The physical surface attributes of the fibers which

determine frictional interaction include: the geometry, or roughness

of the fiber surface, the condition of the surface, the proportion

of surface in contact with neighboring surfaces, and the static

and/or dynamic coefficients of friction between a fiber and other

surfaces [3,5,14r23,32,39,40]. Differences in these surface

attributes are responsible for the variable frictional interaction

of the fiber with neighboring surfaces. The magnitude of frictional
interactions is affected by certain independent parameters of the



separation system"

paragraphs.

4

À number of these are discussed in the foltowing

The dynamic states of surfaces have been found to infruence

interaction of surfaces lSrZSr31,32l. The momentum of an object is

directly proportional to the velocity and mass of the object. since

frictional forces created between surfaces affect changes in

momentum 1291361, a fiber surrounded by other surfaces wiLr have a

change in momentum dependíng on the change in the velocity of the

fiber relative to the velocities of the other surfaces. The change

in velocity can be either in magnitude or direction. changes in the

momentum of a fiber indicate the position of the fiber in the

system at a given moment.

Machine designs al.so influence interaction of surfaces during the

separation process 1121251. Differences in machine designs include

differences in the separation ro11 diameter, ro11 teeth space,

shape, and angle, and the separation edge dimensions. The diameter

of a ro11 determines the surface or tangentiar speed of the roll
129). Teeth space, shape, or angle influence the proportion of

contact points and the ability to penetrate the fibers 112).

Other important forces which exist in the separation section are

aerodynamic forces. Aerodynamic forces are created due to the

motion of the separation ro11. These forces act on a free fiber

body during transportation and affect its movement [36].

Àerodynamic forces from an external suction system are responsible

for the removal of a fiber from the surface of a separation roll
112 r33,34,361 "
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This study concerned the factors involved in influencing

frictional interaction in the transportation of fibers by the

separation section. To date, there has been lack of investigations

on the importance of frictional interaction in the movement of

fibers in the separation process of open-end rotor spinning.

The physical form of frictional interaction is complicated and

di ff icult to measure. Fibers are presented to the separation

section in the form of a sliver. The fibers in a sliver are in a

random arrangement lzz1" Hence, the movement of fibers in fiber

processing machines has been treated as a random process by

researchers 12r18 r28 1421. Transfer probability values have been

used to explain the likelihood of a fiber being located at

particular sections of the processing machine in a uniL of time.

The magnitude of these values is influenced by frictional
interaction which is a function of process parameters discussed

prevíousJ-y. This influence is reflected in a frictional interaction

factor. Probability values can be determined from experimental

measurements of the average mass of fiber material reaching a

particular point during a process and the mass reaching a subsequent

point in a unit of time 121.

The response variable for this study was the interaction factor.

0f the number of factors discussed before, the inter-fiber static

coefficient of friction, the feeding speed, and the separation rorl

speed l¡ere considered to be critical to the response and were

selected to be the independent variables of the study. The

inter-fiber static coefficient of friction was regarded to be
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imporlant since it characterizes a material. The feeding and

separation roIl speeds are significant to dynamic influences on the

fiber and neighboring surfaces. The physical form of infruence of

these factors in fiber separation is discussed in chapter 2. other

factors not selected either remained fixed or were assumed to be

dependent on the selected factors.

Regression methods of analysis lrere chosen to develop a

prediction model from the variables. such a moder expresses the

effect of the independent variables on the response variable in
terms of parameters obtained from a statistical analysis of

experimental data. The parameters reflect the change in the

response as an independent-variable is moved from one level to

another while the levels of the other variables remain fixed.

GOATS OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this research was to develop an empirical model to

predict an interaction factor of the fiber separation process of

open-end rotor spinning, taking into account factors influencing

frictional movement of the fiber in the system. The factors

included in this model were the inter-fiber static coefficient of

friction, the fiber feeding speed, and the separation ro11 speed.

As a result of previous investigations, described above that were

concerned in upgrading the product of rotor technology and examining

Lhe role of frictional interaction in fiber processing, the

researcher prepared a study to investigate solutions to problems

related to frictional interaction. The most wideJ.y used fiber in
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spinning technologies is cotton, hence, it was regarded an important

material to use in the study.

This research is regarded as being unique since it concentrates

on an isolated section of the open-end spinning process. This is

important because conclusions may be made based on changes in the

section, without involving influences of transformations in other

sections of the process, as might be the case when the product of

the overall process is considered.

Previous models have been developed purely for exploratory

purposes by relating behaviors of different variables in a

theoretical form [3,6,7 126r35r42). Since the proposed model wiII be

developed from experimental measurements, it is of importance for

direct application to real tife situations.

Other models have been previousj-y developed in open-end spinning

studies to optimize the parameters of the final product and machine

designs [1 1,34 ,37). These models provide information of the

conditions which maximize desirable or minimize undesirable aspects

of a process. À prediction model such as the one in this report is

irnportant for decision making purposes by establishing a means to

explore the problem through manipulation of the variables in the

model. It can aLso offer means of assessing differences in machine

designs or types of fibers.

It is believed that this type of research provides information

vital to a broader scope from which to study the role of the

interaction of both machine and fibers in the separation of fibers



during open-end rotor yarn spinning.

a trade-off of various parameters

interaction factor can be helpful to

I
Most processing conditions are

of the process. A modelled

explain such trade-offs.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the research were: (1) to measure and calcurate

the data expressing the interaction factor at different values of

the independent variabres, Q) to evaluate the nature of frictional
influence on the data, and (3) to develop a suitable prediction

equation of the interaction factor based on the observed data.

tIMI TATi ONS

This research did not take into account variations in parameters

such as fiber fineness, length, component blend and other machine

conditions which are important to rotor yarn spinning 1101. In such

cases the model could be used as a general indication of the

behavior of the process. The model will not provide actual

measurements of the physical interaction reflected by the behavior

of the response. Rather, it will express results based only on

changes in the independent variables. It will not be possible to

isorate individual contributions of the variables in the model.

Therefore the model should be considered in its entire form.

The model is not applicable to extrapolation of values outside

the range of variables used in the research. Therefore the model

witl only be applicable under the set of conditions described in the

report.
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Chapter Ii
LITERÀTURE REVIEW

This chapter contains a discussion of the nature of frictional
interactions, and published research investigating the importance of

factors such as static coefficient of inter-fiber friction, fiber

feeding speed, and separation roll speed. The fiber separation

process and modelling techniques related to this study are also

di scussed.

Additionally, some research of the carding process is reported

since it may be considered as an analogous process in terms of the

action of teeth. The infornation provided by Rholena et. al. t36l

is a theoretical-physical inierpretation of the technology of

open-end spinning.

THEORY OF FIBER SEPARATION PROCESS

A fiber sliver is an untwisted assembly of fibers arranged at random

along the axis of the sliver so as to exhibit a preferential

orientation 1221, it described in terms of its physical properties

including the linear density and coherence of the sliver. These

properties of the sliver are dependent on the physical properties of

the fibers and the conditions governing the preparation of the fiber

sliver 122,32). Man-made staple fibers are produced with Iess

variable properties than natural fibers 117 ,221.

- 10 -
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friction is important to the coherence

11

of the siiver. In spinning

practices, coherence of the sliver is altered by condensing the

sliver, addition of adhesive or lubricating chemicals to fibers, and

insert ion of crimp to f ibers (applicable to man-made f ibers )

122,321 .

The fiber separation section is the first process in open-end

rotor spinning. The section consists of the feed roll and

attachmenLs, and the separation roIl [25,36] (see rigure 2). The

separation roll surface is covered by a metallic "clothing" of pins

or saw teeth.

feed roll
air-transport
channel

conden se r

sliver

feed plate separabion roll

spr i ng

l¡aste outlet

Figure 2. Fiber separation section of rotor yarn spinning
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The fiber sliver is fed to the spinning unit at a determined rate

through a condenser. The rate may be varied depending on the rinear

density or draft ratio required of the final product [25,36]. The

size of the condenser depends on the Linear density of the fiber

sliver. A nip point is formed between the feed prate and the feed

ro11 so as to exert high pressure on the sliver. The pressure is

regulated by a spring situated under the feed plate" The slanted

fluting design on the feed roll maximizes traction between the feed

roll and fibers and increase the needed force to move the sriver.

The part of the sliver leaving the high pressure zone increases in

cross-sectional area and cohesion is reduced.

The fibers contact the teeth of the separation ro11 in the region

in front of the separation edge. The separation ro11 acts on the

f ibers that are wi thin reach and removes those f ibers whose

inter-fiber frictional force is lower than the force from the action

of teeth. separated fibers are transported by the teeth and are

stripped from the ro11 by air currents in the air-transport channel

depending on the magnitude of opposing forces contributed by

frictional forces with the ro11 teeth and the inertia force acting

on the fiber. Otherwise the fibers remain atLached to the

separation ro11 [35]. Some fibers are not acted upon by the teeth

since there is space between the teeth and a gap between the

separation roll and the feed plate edge. some of these fibers are

carried by the ambient force due to the motion of the roll.

A metallic housing prevents fibers from being thrown off due to

centrifugal force of the ro1l. Dirt and a percentage of fibers
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escape through an opening in the housing and are deposíted as waste.

The action of the separation roll is carried out at speeds of 6000

to 1 1 000 revolut i ons per mi nute 112,25 ,2i ,41) .

À number of variables are discussed in the following section of

this chapter. These variables have been denoted by the symbols

defined in Table 10, in the Glossary of this report.

MECHÀNICS OF INTERÀCTION

when surfaces are in close contact, the load (normar force) at the

contâct points causes deformation of the contact points (rigure 3)

[32]. Heat is produced causing the contact points to stick

together. I.then the surf aces are moved against one another,

frictional interaction is created between them.

N

I
el.astic fo

,

Figure 3. Deformation of surfaces at points of contacL 132)
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on the

classical equation of the maximum frictional

sur faces i s1 [29 ,32) :

14

force acting

F=¡lN (1)

This equation shows that inter-surface friction is directly reLated

to the coefficient of friction (¡r) and the load or normal force

acting on ihe surface (N). The importance of the nature of the

material is indicaied in the form [32]:

r=9¡¡
P

where,

denotes the shear strength of the weaker surface
denotes the yield pressure

The presence of natural. or other contaminants on the surface of

the material aLters the coefficient of friction 114 r23,32) .

Results of studies in carding It+¡ shor+ed that r+hen a lubricant such

as oit is applied to the fibers or machine parts, lrictional

resistance decreases. However, the change was believed to be more

significant in fiber-to-metaI friction rather than inter-fiber

friction. The friction increases with lubricant content due to

increase in the viscous resistance to flow lZZ1. Friction was also

affected by changes in oil viscosity. Other studies [32,39,40] have

indicated that surface geometry aì.so plays a major role in the

frictional resistance of fibers.

s
P

1 Nonlinear relationships for fiber
of the Iiterature [32] , however,
applied, including standard tests

material are discussed in some
the classicaL relation is wideLy
for friction of fiber material.



The position of the fibers in the nip of the feed

feed plate is illustrateo in Figure 4. The frictional

on the sliver surface is of the form [36]:

Fs = loFr

magnitude of frictionaL

di rectly dependent on

between the sliver fibers

') exerted on the roll.

15

ro11 and the

force created

resistance to

the stalic

and the feed

This relation means thar, the

movement of the sI i ver i s

coef f icient of f ricrion (¡ro )

pJ.ate and the normal force (n

separation
roll

spr i ng

conden se r

Figure 4. Sliver feeding section of the separation process l35l



The reduction in the cross-section of the sliver

condenser introduces radial stress on the sliver t

increases inter-fiber frictional- forces and increases

the sl-iver when the sliver is pul-1ed from the action

ro11. Cohesion depends on the magnitude of the distance

feed ro11 and the condenser.

due to

tb

the

361 . rhis

cohesion of

of the feed

between the

When lhe resistance force from ihe action of the separation roll

on lhe fibers is considered negligible, the force acting on the feed

ro11 is approximately deternined from the following [36]:

F¿ = îz + F3<P1F1

When the sliver leaves the nip region of the feed ro11 the

frictional forces on the elements of the fiber are reduced due to

reduction in normal pressure. The fibers leaving lhe high pressure

region come into contact with the separation roll. The depth of

penetration of the ro11 teeth into the fiber bundle is dependent on

factors such as the fiber feeding rate, dimensions of the separation

edge, teeth angle, space, and shape, the striking force (speed) of

the ro11, and the coefficient of friction 112,36).

Dynamic and static frictional forces created in the region of

separaiion and transportation contribute to Lhe magnitude of

distance moved by fibers and the direction of movement during the

separation process. This infLuence determines ihe presence of

fibers in the waste or other sections of the separation process.

Fibers in the separation zone may be classified according to

their positions in the sliver (nigure 5). separation of the fiber
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may be due to interaction with eilher rhe roII or the faster moving

neighboring fibers. The action of the separation roll creates a

dynamic frictional force between the roll surface and a layer of

fibers. When a fiber is engaged by the separation ro11 it is

subjected to a velocity change from po to y r. Constraining forces

are created with the stationary surface and sloser moving fibers in

the separation zone. Pibers in the ).ayer in direct contact with the

moving surface have a higher priori ty of being separated. Àn

increase in the fiber feeding speed wilL increase the proportion of

f iber-to-roll contact area Leading to more interaction between the

fibers and the moving surface of the roll. Fiber feeding speed also

infLuences the speed of the fiber before separation relative to the

speed of the separ;tion ro11 surface.

tn
tnIo Boundary I iber

Boundary fiber
Inner f iber

contact si th moving surface
contact with stationary surface

Figure 5. Classification of fibers in the separation zone
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The condition of a fiber being engaged by the ro11 depends on the

dynamic frictional force with the roll surface and the static

frictional forces with the stationary or slow moving surfaces. From

the law of change of momentum, the fiber is accelerated by the

dynamic force F7 in the equation [36]:

FzAt = n(y t-vo) Q)

that musE overcome the

in a time, At.

Thi s rel-ation expresses the force

constraining forces of the fiber assembly

The role of the dynamic frictional

fiber was examined by BeLov t5l in
spinning. À fiber is separated from

of mean oynamic frictional force at

the static frictional force is snaller

forces in acceleratÍon of a

drafting during conventional

other surfaces when the ratio

each fiber contact element to

than un i iy , that i s when :

Fo r </=Fo Ol tro ,<l = Uo

Belov anal-yzed the role of of friction in the determination of the

transition of a "floating fiber" from a velocity uo to a velocity

vt, A floating fiber is in contact with other fibers at o elements

per centimeter of its Length. of these elements € are in contact

with fast moving fibers, and o-e are in contact v¡ith slow moving

fibers. The fiber is constrained to velocity, tto ¡ by the static

frictíonal force, a-eFe, from the slow moving surface. Dynamic

fricLional force, €F0 1, is created between the fast moving surface

and the fiber. upon transition to velocity, vr, the fiber is kept

moving by the siatic frictional force, ÉFo, with the fast moving



surface.

frictional

occur when

The slow moving surface restrains the fiber

force o-eF6 1. The change in velocity from

the follor+ing condition is satisfied IS]:

e'For>(o-e ')Fo
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by a dynamic

yo Lo yt r+i11

(J)

in order to mainiain this fiber at y t,

also be satisfied IS]:

the following condition must

€"Fo>(a-u" )Fot (4)

Belov conducted tests on the effect of the speed of the surfaces

on the static and dynamic frictional forces between them. Results

showeo that the static and dynamic coefficients of friction between

surfaces increase with the relative speed of the surfaces. Belov

indicated that rvhen the ratio of the coefficient of dynamic

friction to the coefficient of static fríction is less than one, the

change of the fiber speed from vo to vt is instantaneous, and when

the ratio is much greater than one the change is "accelerated or

jerky". The transition time and the distance moved increases with

the difference between the ratio and unitv.

studies conducted by Fuj ino and colLeagues [1 6] on apron drafting

indicated ihat the influence of r,riihdrar+al force of a single f iber

from a sliver increases rlith the normal force on ihe fibers and the

the speed of withdrawal force. The ratio of the Limiting dynamic

r+ithdrar+al force to the maximum static withdrar+a1 force was found lo

be constant, at the varying speeos of r+ithdrawal-. Àn egualion

developed from these studies expressed the maximum static withdrawal

force in the following relationship l16l:
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Fo = f o + CP

where,

F6 denotes the maximum static withdrawal force
fo is a coefficient for interaction betç'een fibers
c is an experimental coefficient
p denotes pressure

The major dynamic forces in f iber t,ransportation are to the

separation ro11/air-transport channeL associated with the

curvilinear motion of the roll (figure 6). The fiber must change in

momentum in accordance with the angular momentum of the roll. The

fiber is acted upon by centrifugal forces Fs and Fs [35]. The

frictional forces opposing the centri fugal force create a

centripetal force which acts to constrain the fiber on the rotl. In

order for the fiber to remain on the roll, the centripetal force

must be equal to the centrifugal force.

tiber

separation roll

Figure 6. Forces acting on the fiber during transport [35]
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The change in cenirifugal force acting on an object is directly

proportional to the mass of the particre and the square of the

tangential speed, and indirectly proportional- to the radius of

motion 1291. Thj.s was regarded as the reason for the results

obtained by Míller and correagues [31] in studies of the carding

process. They found that r+hen the speed of a licker-in was high

(650 revolutions per minute), the waste produced at the licker-in

section of carding was higher than at lower (450 revolutions per

minute) speeds. Àlso, a licker-in with a smaller radius (3.6

inches in diameter), generated more air current and considerable

loss of fiber, when run at the same surface speed as the normal size

(g inches in diameter). When the card cylinder was run at 3

revolutions per minute, the size and density of the material on the

licker-in were observed to be the same as those at 650 revolutions

per minute, however, the licker-in waste at the slower speed

consisted mostly of "pepper trash" and shorter fibers. The quanLity

was observed to be three times more than that at the higher speed.

The lower speed created lower centri fugal forces , therefore ,

resurting in less heavier material such as "motes" being thrown off.

Results of open-end spinning studies have been discussed by

Hunter [25]. The amount of waste removed during the separation

process depends on the speed of the separation roll. The faster the

separatíon ro11 speed, the smaller the amount of fibers removed at

the separation zone. The amount of fibers on the separation ro11

decreases exponentially as the roJ-l speed increases and increases as

the amount of fibers supplied increases. The resistance to the
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separation ro11 force increases with an increase in fiber sliver

linear density, the staple length of the fibers, the type of fiber,

and the type of separation ro11. Increase in the separation roll
speed can increase the air currents to such an extent that trash

particles are thrown into the system and fine dust is generated due

to the action of the separation roll.

created by the air current in the

The resistance to stripping at the

separation roll/air-transport channel has been found to be

influenced by the speed of the separation ro11 112,331. It has been

reported that the stripping force increases as the square of the

difference between the air speed in the channel and the separation

ro11 surface speed 112). Photographic studies l33l have been

conducted to investigate the influence of the air flow rate in the

air-transport channel on the configuration of fibers in the channel.

These studies indicated that the higher the ratio of the speed of

the air current generated at the inlet of the air transport channel

to that of the surface speed of the separation ro1r, the lower the

average number of fibers observed in the cross-section of the air
transport channel.

MODETLING TECHNIOUES

Researchers have applied a variety of techniques to investigate the

phenomenon of fiber transport in yarn spinning technologies.

Stripping forces are

air-transport channel.

In yarn preparation processes,

been used to study the relative

computer simulation models have

positions of fibers during the
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carding processes. Harakawa, Kinoshita, and Tanaka t18l simulated

the transfer mechanisms of fibers between carding rol1s taking into

account the probability of transfer (roIl collecting power) of a

fiber from the teeth of one rorl to another. The collecting power

tvas assumed to be due to gripping of the fiber by the ro11 teeth and

fiber distribution. The model involved geometrical definition of

fiber gripping. Statistical expressions þ¡ere developed to simulate

the relation between the collecting power and experimental

parameters such as fiber length and mechanical setlings. They were

able to establish that the effectiveness of the carding region of

the ro11 in fiber transfer between rolls was closety related to the

fiber density around the region. Johnson 128) conducted a computer

simulation study of roll-drafting of fibers. In this study, it was

assumed that the distribution of fiber ends along the length of the

sliver were in the form of a Poisson statistical distribution. The

ends were advanced as they were encountered in a short interval of

the sliver. The simulation model also took into account the

sliver-elasticity theory of drafting: the influence of restraining

forces due to fiber end density on the irregularity of the product.

computer simulation offers the advantage of controlled study of a

compricated process. The simulation model is characterized by a set

of variables which are manipulated by computer coded expressions to

simulate changes in the real system. The technique takes into

account the movement of individual fibers rather than average values

as obtained from experimental techniques. Hence, this technique is

complicaled and requires a number of assumptions. The model



obtained does not provide the actuaL val_ues of

however it is useful for comparison purposes.
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the real system,

Photometeric techniques have been applied in carding process

studies in order to measure the transfer efficiency of wool fibers

from the card cylinder to the doffer roll- t191. The efficiencies

were determined from the following reì_ation:

p'

p

where,

denotes the average fiber density removed by the doffer
denotes the average fiber oensity on top of the cylinder

The signal level- from photometeric measurements

proportional Lo p.

was regarded as

Because of the small size of open-end sections, and the enclosed

nature of the process, it has been difficurt to access the interior

of the open-end machine for experimental purposes. Lawrence and

Chen [33] applied three oimensional photographic techniques to study

the configuration of fibers in the air-transport channel of the

open-end rotor spinning uni.t. The technique required conslruction of

a transparent channel and setiing up imaging devises around the

channel. The data from ihe study were used to develop a

mathematical modeL [34J to optimize the design of the air-transport

channel of the rotor spinning machine.

pt
p
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stochastic statistical models have been used to account for the

randomness of the movement of. fibers. Abhiraman and ttaLler lzl
applied stochastic theory to account for the changes in the transfer

probabiLities at carding points upon collection of the fiber by the

worker. Transfer probabiliiies reflected the coLlecting powers of

the worker roLls. The probabi I i ty of transfer to the dof fer was

regarded as the absorption probabi].ity. The theory was used to

express the transfer of two types of fibers expressed in the

following relation [2]:

N

p(ar,) = If 'p (i)
f.=l

where,

p(or)
f¿
p(;)

tc

15
IS

the average co).Iecting power
the number fraction of the i-th bLend component
the probabi).ity of transfer of the i-th component

the malhematical expressions in the stochastic models enabled

application of the model to empirical. studies of the process to

define the phenomenon of fiber movement. Àbhiraman and }ìaller

verified their theory with experimentaL measurements on the card

machine at varying speeds and set-ups of the workers.

À

f ound

rela t

was

the

s Lml

to

ion:

lar relation developed for the carding process l2l
be useful reference in studying the probabJ.e form of

V1K1K2K3

where,

l=
VsKa+V1K1K2K3
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x is the percentage of fiber transfered from
card cyJ.inder to doffer

Vo and Vr denote the speeds of the carding
cy1 inder and dof fer , respect ively

K1 denotes the doffer to cylinder teeth ratio
K2 is a coefficient due to entrapment power of

cylinder and doffer
Kg is a coefficient due to interaction of surfaces
Kq is a coefficient due to the centrifugal force

Theoretical expressions have also been used to model the movement

of fibers [3,6,7,26,42], Buturovich [7] developed a theoretical

statistical model to examine the equatizing power of carding

machines. The method was based on statistical distributions of

probabilities of fiber transfer in a time domain.

The real nature of fiber separation in open-end rotor spinning is

still to be determined, unLike carding and conventional drafting

processes which have had extensive theories developed to describe

the phenomenon of fiber movement. It is the intent of this study to

develop a model that will predict a frictionat interaction factor

from parameters of the fier separation section of the rotor

spinning. This model will be based on techniques to measure

transfer probabilities and statistical methods of regression.

THEORY OF THE PROPOSEÐ MODEL

À summary of the fiber separation process is as follows: A sliver

of fibers is input into the machine unit (See Figure 7). The

separation ro11 removes the fibers from the sliver and transports

them to the output at the air-transport channel entrance. A

percentage of the fiber material is removed as waste. The remaining

material is either removed by suction at the output, or retained in
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the new fibers at the inputthe roll.

section.

Frictional interaction is created

interaction facilitates the movement of

separation section.

during the process.

f i bers to Iocat ions of

The

the

re ta i ned
fiber

fiber
output

fiber
input

Figure 7. Flow of fibers through the separation section

The presence of fiber material. at the separated fiber output on

the roll and at the waste output are regarded as the critical
occurrences of the process. The random nature of each occurrence is
explained by the theories of stochastic processes Igr15].

\\ q*6æ

útü
traste
outpuÈ



A suitable model for the system is regarded as a

Markov process [8,15], where,

State 1 is the fiber present on the ro11,

State 2 the fiber in waste, and

State 3 the fiber in separation output.

28

three state

In order to apply this model it is assumed that the process

basically satisfies the fol-lowing assumptions [8,15]:

(i) The presence of a fiber at a point in the

system depends entirely on the most recent state.

The separation process does reach steady-state.

À11 elements of the fiber material going into the

system are treated the same h'ay.

The first trlo assumptions are made from an understanding of the

is nade in order to

describe the process.

process of separation. The third assumption

simplify the mathematical equations needed to

This treatment is illustrated in Figure 8.

(ii)
(iii)

Figure 8. Transition diagram of the separation process
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For each individual fiber Lhe system will be in state 1 for a

period of t.ime, unlil it ultimatety transfers to states 2 and 3

[8,15]. states 2 and 3 are regarded as absorbing states since the

system will remain in these states. The system will enter one or

the other of these finaL states. The movement of a fiber in the

system is described by the following [8,1S]:

AjZ = Prz + PttAtZ

@13 = Prs + Ptr@ls

where,

orz ând ors are the absorption probabilities
Prr' p12¡ âDd p13 âr€ transition probabilities

In order to determine the

ratios are calculated from

(u¿) of fiber arriving at a

reaching the next point, in a

values of the transfer probabilities

experimenta] measurements of the mass

point of the system and the mass (mi)

unit time l2l:

md

Pi=-
M¿

where ,

is the transfer probability to point ¿.

Àt large values of time the system attains steady-state and the

probability values converge [8,15]. The sum of the probabiliLy

val.ues approaches unity. Based on discussions in previous sections,

values are a function of frictional interaction which in turn is
dependent on certain parameters of the process. The hypothesis from

pi
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this evaluation is that the value of the fj.nal probabirity is

dependent on the parameters:

a*=E (s)

where,

¿* denotes the finai probabi.Iity
f is a function of parameters

An interaction factor of the system is reflected by the final
probability values. Therefore the interaction factors nay be

represented as:

average mass of separated fibers col-lected in a unit time
t. -i(-

average mass of material entering the unit in a unit time

average mass of waste coll_ected in a unit time
t-J_-

average mass of material entering the unit in a unit time

where,

k and I are factors associated with states (3) and (Z),
respectiveLy.

The sum of these factors is one.

ÀnaJ.ytical represeniations of the interaction factors and the

parameiers in this study are given by the functional relations:

k = f (Xró,r1,)

1 = f (xrórú)

(6)

(7)

¡ denotes the inter-fiber static coefficient of friction
@ denotes the fiber feeding speed
r/ denot es the sepa ra r i on speed

where,
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The general form of a statistical- equation used to represent the

above relation is of the form [1 i,30].

Y = po + ptxl + + prcXrc + e

where,

Y is the value of Lhe response
ß0, ßt, . ., pr are parameters
XK are the values of the independent variables
e is the random error associated with the relationship



Chapter I I I

EXPERIMENTÀL METHODOTOGY

This chapter contains a description of the parameters and variables

studied, the data collected, the test methods implemented, and the

data analyses performed in the research study.

The response variable of this study was previously defined as the

frictional interaction factor. This factor was in two forms: one

form was associated with the stripped fiber output and the other was

associated with the waste ouLput. The independent variables were

the inter-fiber static coefficient of friction, the fiber feeding

speed, and the separation ro11 speed. The interaction factors were

expressed in the form of probability val-ues of the separation

system. The objectives of t,he research !¡ere to obtain data

expressing the interaction factor at di fferent values of Lhe

independent variables, to evaluate the nature of frictional
influence on the data, and to develop a suitable prediction equation

of the interaction factor based on the data.

The major assumptions from the analysis of the process in chapter

2 were that the data was taken under steady-state conditions and

that all the material going into the separation section was treated

the same way. The objective of the experimental part was to obtain

measurements of the mass of stripped and waste fiber material in

order to determine the interaction factor values of the separation.

-32-
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Testing was conducted at three leveIs of the independent variables

(parameters) to enable analysis of higher order effects (joint and

quadratic) for the development of the statistical model t4l. At

least one replication per combination was needed to enable analysis

of interaction of the variable [4,30]. Data were colrected at aII
the combinations. The levels of the parameters used in the tests

are shown in TabIe .1. Tests were also conducted to determine the

inter-fiber static coefficients of friction.

Table 1. Levels of the independent variables

Level

Parame t e r

Inter-fiber
coefficient
of friction

Fiber feeding
speed (m/min)

Separation ro11
speed (rpm)

0.28

0.15

60 00

0. 31

0.39

7000

0.33

0. 60

8000
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PREPÀRATION OF FIBERS

The fiber used in the study was 100% cotton of staple rength 1 ili6
i.nches and fineness of 4.2 micronaire. The fibers were in the form

of second draw sliver of 3.97 Kilotex in size.

In order to reduce the coefficient of friction, the fibers were

sprayed with a lubricant, Lubritol C, to yield .0'l% and ,02% of.

weight of fibers. The sliver was carefully spread open and one half

the side of the sliver was sprayed once on both sides with a very

fine film of the lubricant to yield the .01% sample. The sliver was

eased back with the treated fibers on the inside. The .02% sample

tvas prepared by spraying both sides of the sliver.

In order to increase the coefficient of fiber friction a fat

solvent carbon tetrachloride was run through the sLiver at a

retention of 20 minutes. Three samples !¡ere prepared by extraction

vlith 1, 5, and 10 passes, respectively. preliminary tests were

conducted to examine the levels of parameters suitable for the

study. samples which caused a build up of pressure in the twisting

chamber during tests were disregarded. Feeding rate levers were

studied to establish a visible difference in outputs.

The technique to reduce the coefficient of friction was suitable

since the fibers were already in sliver form. similar techniques

have been used by researchers. The method used to reduce lhe

coefficient of friction rvas designed from standard methods for

removing fatty substances fron fibers [43].
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OUTPUT COTLECTION

The tests were conducted on a modified Àuto-coro model yarn spinning

unit. The unit was nodified so as to permit collection of the fiber

directly from the separation section by eliminating the yarn

twisting device. A collection tank for fibers was placed at the

rotor mount opening. The modified unit is ilrustrated in Figure 9.

The major components of the apparatus were the spinning unit, a

high pressure glass collection tank (diameter - 100 mm and length -
350 mm) with a vacuum outlet of 1.25 mn and a high pressure aluminun

lid, a glass suction funnel (funnel diameter - 48 mm, funnel depth -
25 mm, tube diameter - I mm, and tube length - 60 mm), a nylon bag

(width - 90 mm, length - 250 mm, and nesh - s/mn) for collection of

stripped fibers, a polyethyl-ene bag for waste collection, a vacuum

pump, a feed roll drive, and a separation rorl drive. The feed roII
and the separation ro11 were driven by v belts from a 1/z h.p.

motor. The feed ro11 drive consisted of a variable speed reducer

box , and a set of timing pulleys and belts. The separation roll
drive consisted of flat pulleys and an endless belt.

Three flat pulleys provided separation rolr speeds of 5000, 7000,

and 8000 revol-utions per minute. The variable speed reducer box

was used to select the feeding rol-1 speeds. Tests Trere conducted

with a type 0B 20 separation roll for 100% cotton [¿l]. Red code

condenser size and pressure setting position 1 were used, as

recommended for the size of sliver used in the study [4j].
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spinning unit

feed roll

sliver
ì

l

sep¿ ra t
rol I

saste
collect ion baq

Figure 9. Cross-sectional
equipment

diagram of modified fiber collection

coÌ lect i on
tank
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Tests for the collection of fibers rgere run in a controlled

environment of 230C and 50% relative humidj.ty. The conditions were

made to resemble spinning mi11 conditions as closely as possible

(280c and 52% relative humidity respectively t44l ). The pressure

gauge was set to generate a vacuum pressure of 2 inches of mercury

(Hg) which r.¡as more than the pressure required in the operation of a

rotor yarn spinning machine technical manual (so - 65 milribars

[at1 ¡. À higher setting ¡vas necessary because the pressure cou]d

not be stabilized below the 2 inch Hg setting. These parameters for

testing are shown in Table 1, page 33. The feeding speed parameter

levers r+ere within the ranges stated in the open-end machine

technical manual (.16 - 5.0 meters per minute [41] ).

À cut and weigh method was used to collect the fibers. The

method has been used in carding studies [19 r24,31] although some

researchers have criticized iL i191. The criticism is due to the

decay period following the stopping of the machine. since the

problem is l-argery due to the heavy parts of the machine, it was

assumed not to be significant in this study since the open-end

machine parts are much smaller and lighter. There was no evidence

of decay during the tests.

Ten replications entailed each combination of the parameters,

praced in random order. It was important to randomize testing in
order to minimize the effect of time dependent factors, such as

machine faligue. The foLlowing procedure was used to collect fibers

at the outputs:
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1. Insert the fiber sliver into the condenser and

under the feed ro11.

2. Set initial system conditions by conducting a 60

second run as in 4 to 8.

3. Mark a one meter length on the sliver such that

one mark is on the condenser.

4. Place the collection bags and tank in

position and close the unit.

5. Switch on the vacuum pump, and after 2 minutes

adjust the pressure to a setting of 2.

6. Start the motor to begin the test.

7. Turn off the motor and pump when the lower meter

mark reaches the condenser mark.

8. Remove the collection bags and check inside

machine for fibers and waste.

9. Repeat 1 to 8.

The weight of the separated fiber output and waste were

determined using a Sartorius digital balance. The bags and fibers

were kept in controlled environment with relative humidity or. 65%

+/- 2% and temperature 210ç +/- 10C tor 24 hours prior to weighing.

The bags were weighed before their use. After testing, the bags

and fiber were weighed and the difference of the trvo weights

determined. The bags were cleaned with an industriaL vacuum cleaner

and weighed again in preparation for the next test.
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STATIC COEFF'ICiENT OF FRiCTION

The method for determining ihe inter-fiber static coefficients of

friction was that developed by E. Lord, as described by Hearre and

Husain 1231. The method has been widely applied to determine the

coefficient of friction of stapJ.e fibers t391. The method was found

most suitable because it takes into account the contribution of

neighboring fibers to the static friction. The procedure is known

as the fringe method"

The apparatus used to measure the static frictional force is
illustrated in Figure 10. The equipment consists of an Instron

tensile testing machine with a load cell of maximum 100 grams, ôD

aruminum platform (35Omm x 150 mm) with a low friction purJ.ey

mounted on one end, a metal sled (SS x 55 mm) and a weight, and a

continuous nylon thread attached to one end of the sled. The

measurements recorded by the machine were in the form of load

( force ) of sLrain.

Measurements were made under standard environment of humídiLy 65%

+/- 2% relative humidity, and tenperature 210 +/- joc. samples were

conditioned f.or 24 hours prior to testing.

A representative sample was picked from each of the three types

of srivers involved in the study. The fibers were cornbed to make

them parallel and of equal length. A uniforn thin layer 20 mm wide

was prepared from the samples. Àdhesive tape was placed on one end

of the layer and folded to cover 5-mm J.ength of the f ibers. Four

pairs of such fiber fringes r+ere prepared from represenlative

samples of each of the three lypes of slivers.
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inst ron Ioad-cel I

pla t form

Figure 10. schenatic diagram of friction testing equipment
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The pulley end of the platform r+as mounted on the Instron

machine. The following routine was followed in conducting the tests:

1. Clamp one fringe of the pair at one end of the

p1a t f orm.

2. Clamp the other fringe to the sled.

3. Position the nylon thread under the pulley and

attach to the Instron load-ceI1.

4. P1ace a load (-200 grams) on the sled.

5. Comb the fringes and place the sled over the

platform such that the top fringe is lying over the

bottom fringe r+ith the free ends pointing in

opposite directions.

6. Run the instron at a rate of.20 mm per minute.

7. Stop the machine when the sled reaches the free end

of the bottom fringe.

8. Reset the machine.

9. Repeat steps 5 to I ten times and remove the

fiber fringes.

The method required that the fibers were straight and paralleJ.

before each test.
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STÀTISTICÀL ÀNÀLYSES

The 10 replications for each condition

selected level of precision (.002 grams)

t201. The standard deviation statistic

weighing.

of test vrere based on a

and confidence 1eveL .05

was determined after each

The values of the interaction factors were calculated from the

separated fiber and waste output data:

mass of stripped fiber¡. -
average weight of fiber input

mass of waste fiber
f=

average weight of fiber input

Calculation of the static coefficient of friction was determined

from a representative curve of the pulling force selected to give

the closest fit to the mean curves of each sample. À straight J.ine

was drawn so that it either touched peaks, or divided them so that

they felL equa).Ly on either side of the line, when the heights of

the peaks were not equal. The average of the mean forces at the

beginning and end of the peak lines for each sample was taken as the

average force due to static friction. The coefficient of friction

was cal-culated as f ollows:

average force of static friction
u=

normal weight of load

The observed vaLues f

satisfy the hypothesis

rom the output measurenents

that transfer probabi I i ty

tlere expected to

values of the
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separation system are dependent on the parameters used in the

process, as discussed in the previous chapter:

o*=å

The values of the variables k and I were analyzed by statistical
regression methods in order to develop a prediction model of the

generai form:

Y=po+p1xl + +þxXx-t6

where,

Y is the value of the response
ß0, ßt, . ., þrc are parameters of the equation
Xx are the values of the independent variables
e is the random error associated r+ith the relationship



Chapter IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

This chapter contains a summary of the statistics calculated from

the data. It arso includes analyses of the statistics and

developmenl of the model for predicting the interaction factor from

the inter-fiber static coefficient of. f.riction, fiber feeding speed,

and separation ro11 speed variables.

statistics and graphicar representations in this chapter r+ere

developed with the assistance of a statistical Analysis system

computer package prepared by SÀS Institute Inc.

SIJMMARY OF STATISTICS

Statistics were developed from observed measurements of the mass of

fiber material deposited in the stripped fiber and waste outputs of

the fiber separation section of the rotor yarn spinning machine and

the average mass input into the section. Frictional interaction

factors k and I were associated with the flow of fibers lo the

stripped and waste locations, respectively.

The means of the calculated values of ihe interaction factors are

shown in Tables 2 and 3. The pattern of the values indicated that

the independent variabres, namely, inter-fiber static coefficient

of friction, fiber feeding speed and separation roll speed,

influenced the values of the response variables k and l.

-44-
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lable 2. summary of statistics of values of interaction factor k

Inber-fiber niber Separation
coef f ic ient feeding roll
of friction speed speed

k t-test*
mean fnean group cv Variance

0 .28 0.18

0.39

0.60

0.31 0.18

0. 39

0.50

0.33 0.18

0. 39

0. 60

5000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

5000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

0.9900

0.9849

0.9663

0.99s9

0.9893

0.974s

0.9966

0.9898

0.97s0

0. 9810

0 .97 62

0.9612

0.9833

0.9803

0.9689

0.9841

0.98 r 0

0.9696

0.9749

0.9700

0.9s94

0.9798

0.9730

0.9654

0 . 981s

0 .97 67

0.9700

B

c

I

À

B

H

A

B

H

EC D

GH
K

EC D

EGFD

I

CD
ECFD

IJ

H

I

K

EGF

H

J

D

4.76 0 .00002722

6.4r 0.00004491

3.72 0.0000 I 789

3.98 0.0000 I 382

6.87 0.00001252

4.41 0.0000234s

3.70 0.00001861

4.56 0.00002536

3.99 0.000020 r 7

5.44 0.00003350

4.66 0.00002s68

6.34 0.00004202

6.65 0.00004778

3.90 0.0000 1 958

s.r9 0.0000302s

3.95 0.00002009

6.89 0.0000s068

3.66 0.00001756

5.42 0.00003294

3.42 0.00001500

4.3r 0.00001508

5.27 0.00003t59

3.45 0.0000t632

5.24 0.00003057

5.sr 0.00003428

3.81 0.00001885

5.59 0.00003443

EC
GH

I

*Means Hith the same Letter are not Àìg;lti;;;Tof signi f icance
ferenÈ at
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Tabl,e 3. Summary of statiscics of values of interaction factor I

Inter-fiber Fiber Separation
coetficient teeding roLl
of f r ict ion speed speed

I t-test*
mean mean group cv Variance

0.28 0.18

0.39

0.60

0-3t 0. r8

0.39

0.60

0.33 0. r8

0.39

0.60

0.00000061

0.00000067

0.0000006s

0.00000062

0.0000006s

0.00000093

0.00000071

0.00000077

0.00000096

0.0c000073

0.00000107

0.00000118

0.00000061

0.00000099

0.00000t40

0.0000006t

0.00000079

0.0000009s

0.00000062

0.0000008 |

0.00000108

0.00000063

0.00000085

0.00000106

0.00000062

0.00000068

0.00000072

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

5000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

6000

7000

8000

0.0020

0.0 r 05

0.0194

0.0019

0.0085

0.0 r 77

0.0009

0.00s4

0.0158

0.0083

0.0r82

0.0280

0.008 r

0 .0 r 63

0.0242

0.0079

0.0123

0.0235

0.0160

0.02 r 4

0.0281

0.0rs9

0.0204

0.0278

0.0 r 56

0.0 r 89

0.0250

4.43

3.55

3.43

7.27

3.57

3.24

B.9s

4.93

3.66

7.21

4 .24

3.45

3.18

6.11

5 .62

4.62

6.98

4.24

5.21

5.67

5.51

5.58

6.51

5.54

5.54

5.12

3.57

s

N

H

s

o

I

T

R

J

P

¡

A

o

K

D

o

M

E

L

F

A

L

G

L

H

c

*Means vith the same
of significance

Ietter are not significantly difterent at '01 level
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Examination of the correlation f igures of the response and

independent variables (rabte ¿) indicated that: (1) the coefficíent

of friction had a negative effect on the factor k and a positive

effect on the factor J-, (2) the feeding speed had a positive effect

on the factor k and a negative effect on the factor r, and (3) the

separation roll speed had a negative effect on the factor k and a

positive effect on the factor t. The correlation between the

factors (t and 1) was negatively high at -"7s. The correlation

coefficients were determined at the .0001 1evel of significance.

Table 4. Correlation coefficients of variables*

I nter-f iber Fiber Separation
coefficient feeding ro11
of friction speed speed

i nter-f iber
coefficient
of friction

Fiber
feedi ng
speed

Separat i on
roI I
speed

k

1

1 .00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.47890 0.0036s

1 .00000 0.00000 0.25987 -0.05455

1 .00000 -0.67058 0,82664

-0.74595

1 .00000

*Signif icance level=0.0001

1 .00000
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The significance of the differences in the means of the values

was tested by using the t - test at a significance level of .01

(rabre 2 and 3). The coefficients of variation lvere reasonably

stabre for variabre k, and varied from 3.175 to 8.949 for variable

1" The variances of the observed val-ues were unequar (table s).

Table 5. Variances of k and I at values of the independent
variables

Var iance

I ndependent
variable Level

I nter-f iber
coefficient
of friction

Fiber
feeding
speed (m/min)

Separat ion
rol L

speed (rpm)

0.28

0.31

0.33

0.18

0.39

0. 60

60 00

7000

8000

0 . 000'1 657

0.0001304

0.0001160

0.0001500

0.0001734

0. 0001 426

0. 000 1 482

0.0001053

0.0000832

0.0000200

0. 000038 1

0.0000s1 3

0.0000276

0.0000320

0.0000380

0.0000064

0"00001 12

0.00001 89
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the var iable k as

illustrated in scatter plots in Figures 11, 12, and 13 illustrate

possibl-e heterogeneity in the variance. The dispersion of the means

appeared unequal at the values of the independent variables. The

dispersion was more at Lower values of the coefficient of friction

and separation roLl- speed variables. There was a tendency of the

response variable to have l-orler changes at higher values of the

coefficient of friction and Iarger changes at higher values of the

sepa ra t i on roI ] speed .

.990

.990

.97 0

.9s0

0.31 0.33
coefficient of friction

28n

Figure 11. Scatter
variable k versus

plots of the mean values of the response
the coefficient of friction variable
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.990

970

. rs0 -l

0.18

Figure 12. Scatter plots
variabLe k versus the

.990

.970

.9s0

Figure 1 3. Scatter
variable k versus

of the mean values of the response
feeding speed variable

0.39 0.60
feeding speed (m/min)

7000 8000separâtion roL). speed (rpm)

plots of the mean values of the response
values of separation roll speed vaiiable
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ÐISCUSSTON OF STATISTICS

The above behavior of the response data was reasonable since it
appeared to follow some of the expected behavior expressed in the

literature as described in Chapter 2.

conclusions were drawn as to the possible rore of frictional
forces in the behavior of the response variable, taking into account

the information discussed in chapter 2. However, based on the

results from the research, it was not possibre to determine the

physicaL magnitude of these influences or the presence of other

factors other than those attributed to the parameters of the study.

since the separation process rras assumed to be at steady-state it
was therefore assumed that all the material engaged and carried to

the separation rotl/air-transport channel interface rvas expressed in

the response variable k, and the rest of the material was expressed

in the response variable 1. A noted observation from measurements

of waste was that in small measurements, the waste material had a

larger proportion of fine wood and cotton seed particres than

fibers, while in higher measurements, the waste material had more

fibers.

Previous discussions indicated that the static coefficient of

friction directly influences frictional force between surfaces

(equation 1). since the condition of a fiber being engaged by bhe

ro11 depends on the magnitude of the dynamic frictionar force

created by the action of lhe roll and the constraining frictional
forces in the fiber separation region r âD increase in the

inter-fiber static coefficient of friction leads to less fibers
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being engaged by the separation rolL, if the striking force of the

ro11 is considered negligible in comparison to restraining forces.

Frictional resistance to centrifugal forces during transportation of

the fiber by the ro11 is also increased due to increase in the

coefficient of friction which results in less fibers being thrown

off the separation ro11 during transportation. These factors

contributed to reductions in the variable k with increase in the

coefficient of friction variable and also to a tendency of less

reductions in k at larger values of the coefficient of friction. it
r+as noticed by the researche.r during preliminary tests that values

higher than 0.33 coefficient of iriction resulted in high resistance

to stripping and hence led to a build up of materiar on the

separation roll and eventually in wasLe. I ncrease in the

coefficienr- of friction has been reported to have led to similar

results in carding by reducing production [14,31].

Increase in the fiber speed increases the proportion of a fiber

in close contact with the moving surface of the separation roll
[5r12r36] and also reduces the dynamic force necessary to remove a

fiber from the sliver due to the increase in Lhe speed of the fed

fibers relative to the speed of the separation rolr (equation 2).

The frictional force constraining the fiber to the feeding speed is

proportional to the proportion of the fiber surface in contact $¡ith

the slower surfaces. The transition of the fiber to a faster speed

depends on the proportions of the fiber in contact with the slower

moving or stationary surfaces and the faster moving surface

(equations 3 and 4). These factors probably increased the chance of
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the fiber material being engaged by the ro11 and led to higher

values of the variabre k. The influence of the feed speed was

almost negligible due to the magnitude of the separation rolr speed

in relatj.on to the feeding speed. Therefore the changes rvere

observed to be small and tended to diminish as the feeding speed

values increased.

An increase in the separation ro11 speed leads to an increase in

the magnitude of constraining frictional forces created due to the

¡+ithdrawal action of fibers from the sliver t361. It also leads to

an increase in centrifugal forces acting on a fiber body during

transportation to the interface. consequently, fewer fibers are

separated and more fibers are thrown off by the action of the roll
resulting in a large increase in the variable 1. similar results

have been observed in studies of the licker-in in the carding

process 1,241. The capacity of the separation ro11 to engage fibers

is also dependent on the dimensions of the roll's teeth L12,361.

Hence, the increase in the amount of fiber engaged by the ro11, as

the roll speed is increased, has a limit.

Results from open-end studies l25l have indicated that, in

general, the amount of material removed during the separation

process depends on the speed of the separation rol.1, the amount of

fiber supplied and the type of fiber processed. The faster the

separation ro11 speed the smaller the amount of fibers removed at

the separation zone. The amount of fibers engaged by the separation

roll decreases exponent ia1ly as the roll speed increases and

increases as the amount of fibers supplied increases. Resistance to
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the separation roIl force changes with the type of fiber (such as

fibers exhibiting different magnitudes of coefficients of friciion).

It was suspected frorn examination of the scatter plots of mean

values (Figures '11, 12, and 13) that the values of the variable k

convergeo at higher values of the independent variables. The

unequal dispersion observed in the plots signified unequal variances

in ihe data. The dispersions also indicated pcssibl-e interaction of

¡ne variables.

Tests on significance of differences in means revealed that there

$as no significant difference in some of the means. some tests ljzl
have shoiln statistically insignificant differences in Iinear

oensities of yarn (regarded as a good indicator of changes in k)

çhen the separation roll speed is varied. However, data from thi s

s:udy indicated a trend in the means and a significant difference in

most of them. The trend basically satisfied the hypothesis on the

relationship between final transfer probability and certain prccess

pôrameters (equation 5). This meant that a mathematical equation

could be developed from the data to express the reLationship.

THE MODEL

The functional relation in the

the independent variabl-es of

friction, f iber feeding speed

previously expressed as:

response variabl.es, k and I, and the

inter-fiber static coeff icient of

, and separation ro11 speed, rlas

f.(x,0,ú)

f.(x,ç,lt)

lç=

1-
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The physical form of this relationship may be expressed by a

maihematical- equation. This section contains a discussion of the

development of such a rel-ationship. since the response variabLes k

and I were highly correlated, the values of the variable k were

chosen to develop the relationship. However, this does not mean

that two separate models may be developed from the data if both

variables are of interest. in such a case the variables k and I

wiLl have to be analyzed simultaneously.

The reLat ionship between t.he k and the coef f ic ient of inter-f iber

friction, the fiber feeding speed, and the separarion rol-l speed

variables was deveroped by assuming a Iinear relationship in the

unknown paramelers of the equation relating the independent

variables, and then estimating the parameters by using the observed

data to generate a set of equations expressing this relationship.

The common method of developing this relationship is the method of

least squares to solve the set of equations [13,30]. such an

analysis takes into account slight errors in the data and produces a

regression surface from the locus of lhe means of the values.

Reqression Model

The simple form of a regression equation is,

Y = po + p1X1 + + pxXx + e

whe re ,

s the value of the response
þt, . ., pr are parameters
X2, and Xr are values of the independent variables

s the random error term in the model_

Yi
þ0,
Xl,
ei
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The parameters indicate to what degree the independent variables

change the response variable. The variables alone do not account

for all the variation in the response, so an error term e is

included to account for the undetermined source of variation. The

regression equation is estimated by the prediction model:

Y=bo+brXt+ +bxXx

where,

l is tire predicted value of Y

bo, brr.rbK are estímates of 00, þt,.rþx

The value of e in the equation is unknown since it changes with each

observat i on .

The method of least squares solves the set of equations from the

observations of the response variable:

Yi = po + p1X1i + + pxXxí + eí

where,

Y¿ is the value of the response in the i-th observation
Xx are the values of the independent variables

in lhe i-th observation
ei is the random error in the i-th observation

The sum of squares from such a line would be:

n

¿(v¿-v¿)2
L=l
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ofThe Least squares solution is

squares is a minimum.

the surface for which the sum

In order to apply the methods of linear regression to develop the

prediction model, certain assumptions on lhe errors are required.

The necessary assumptions concerning the errors, ei, are [13r30J :

1" The expected value of ei, E(ei), is zero. This

indicates that the model is appropriate for the

data.

The variance of ei, V(ei), is equal lo o2.Îhis

neans that the variance is constant.

The covariance of ei, and eí, cov(ei,ei), is

equal to zero, il=j. This means that the values

ei and 6 are uncorrelated.

Measurement errors relative to the independent

variables are small with respect to s.

ei is normally distributed, eL - N(0,o2).

Àn importance of the second assumption is that the error mean

square statistic obtained in the development of the model may be

used as an estimate of the variance , o2, of the relationship of the

response variable k and the independent variables [13,30]. Previous

examination of the data of this study indicated that the variances

were unequal. Bartlett's test technique was used to test for

homogeneity in lhe variance. The test is on the null hypothesis:

Hof ø2tlt--02 ltz=02 11 3=o2121=o2 1zz=....02ggg

2,

3.

Â.

5.

where, o2 is estimated by s2.
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Development of the Empirical Model

The initial assumption in the development of the empiricat model was

that the dependence of the variable k couLd be presented from the

linear, join!, and quadratic terms of the independent variabres.

Joint terms were regarded as being important in order to account for

the lack additivity of the errors at the values of the independen!

variables t9l. À source of rack additivity is the interaction of

the variables as the levers are changed. This was observed from the

unequal dispersion of the plots of the means of the variable k

(nigures 11, 12, and 13). Quadratic terms r.¡ere necessary to account

for the departure of the response values from linearity which was

indicated by the convergence of the means at higher values of the

independent variables.

The complete model was of the form:

Y=bo+blXr+bzXz+bgX¡
+ b¿XlXz + bsXrXs + bsXzXs

+ bzXrz + baXz2 + bsXs2 + e

where,

Xr r ., Xs are the linear terms
XrXz, XrX¡, and X2X3 are the joint terms
Xr2, Xz2, and X32 are the quadratic terms

In order to determine the appropriateness of the model, the

assumptions made in the previous section on the errors Here examined

for anyviolations. since the valueof the error ei is not

measurable, the examination r+as conducled indirectly by using the

residuals e i [9, t:,30] . ResiduaLs are the caLculated di fferences
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between the observed vaLue (v ¿ ) and the predicted value (î ¿ ) , where

i is the observation. The residuals vlere examined graphicalLy for
peculiar and systematic patterns indicating vioLations of the

assumpiions on errors. The graphical methods used were plots of

the weighted residuals against the observeo, predicted, and

independent variables and histogram plots of the standardized

residuals. The residual pl-ots were also used to detect potential

outLiers due to unusuaLly high or low vaLues of the data or

inadequacy of the prediction modeI. Ðetection of outliers is
imporiant because it helps cietermine how the data should be

analyzed. The residual-s were plotted against tire variables in the

weighted form:

t; =

where, si2 is the estimate variance of the i-th observation.

The plots of the residual-s against the variables were expected to

show an even and random distribution of points [9, t3,30].

ei

si

The histogram was expected

standardized residuals. The

form:

to show a normal distribution of the

standardized residuaLs were of the

ei
ri = _

s

s2 is the estimate of the variance of the errors o2where,
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on the nuIINorma 1 i ty

hypolhes i s

was

for

tested by using the Kolmogorov

normal distribution.

Ànalysis of outliers rvas performed quantitatively by conducting

tests on the sLandardized residuals [9,13,30]. This was done by

evaluation of the histogram statistics Êor the quantity of values

ourside +/-1,96 (+l-20).

The relationship of the residuals

shown in the equation [9,13,30]:

with the errors is c).early

n
- ¡.t .e¿ = €L - L súl'€{,

l= I

The above relationship also shows the dependence of the residuals

on the influence of var iances. If the variances s¿j2 are

sufficiently smaJ.l, ei is a reasonable estinate of ei, as impJ.ied by

assumption 2. If the value of s¿j2 is large, the predicted vaLue

of Yij oill be large relative to the remaining values. if the

observed variance is not constant the variance in the prediction

model will be large. The test for homogeneity of variance tlas

conducted by using the Barllett's test on the nuJ.J. hypothesis at the

values of the independent variables, at a.05 leve1 of significance.

The results indicated lack of homogeneity at the values of the

coefficient of friction and separation ro11 speed. It was necessary

to use the method of weighted least squares in developing the

prediction model in order to minimize the effect of the residual sun

of squares in the model"



The method of weighted

which the variance is not

estimated parameters with

were applied in the form

least squares

homogeneous.

no bias and wi

[13]:

1

wi = -
s't2
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is used to analyze data for

The method helps to obtain

th small variance. Weights

Regression analysis of the data provided important statistics
'such as the foLLowing [13]:

1. The standard errors of the estimated parameters

are an indication of how close to the parametric

val-ue the estimater is. À small value is more

des i rable .

2. The F - test indicates how well lhe independent

variables accounted for the variability in the

dependent variable. Àccompanying the F value is

the probabiLity value or the observed level of

significance, P. The smaller P>F is, the more

significant the result.

3. The square of the correlation coefficient, R2, is

a measure of variation about the mean of the

observed values expressed by the model. À large R2

statistic is nore desirable.

4. The sequential and partial sum of squares explain

the significance of terms in the model. The

sequential sum of squares gives the importance of

the variable entered at that stage of the
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regression, while the partial- sum of squares gives

the importance of a variabte in the modeI, given

that all the variables, excluding the variable, are

present in the model.

5. The residual or error mean square value is a

measure of ihe precision of the prediction. A snall

statistic is more desirable.

6, The T - test statistic is equivalent to the partial

sum of squares F - test statistic. The F statistic
is the sguare of the T statistic. The T - test is
the Student t - test of the null hypothesis on the

parameters:

Ho: Ér=0, . ., px=O.

The result of the test indicates r+hether there is

sígnificant relation betrleen the parameters of the

independent variables and the response. The T

slatistic is accompanied by a probabitity va1ue, p.

The smatler the prltl value the more the parameters

oiffer from 0.

The model was built by first considering regressions by the

linear terms of the independent variabres individually. TabIe 6

contains the stacistics from the univariate regressions of each of

the independent variables on the response variable k.
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Table 5. Regressions of the variable k by lhe independent variables

Error mean
Variable* square F(p>F) brpz

Estimaie
r(e>lrl) std.error

5 .1 4269

6.¿5tUt

3.19022

101.59
(0.0001)

36.06
(0.0001)

327.79
(0.0001)

0.27 488 -0.21982

0.11860 0.02283

0.55018 -0.00001

-1 0. 08 0 .0277 613
( 0.0001 )

6.01 0.0038022
(0.0001)

-'18.10 0.0000006
(0.0001)

*X = inter-f iber
speed, and ry' =

coefficient of
separation roll

friction, Q = f.iber feeding

The linear dependence on the individual variables k'as significant

as indicated by the T - test statistics. The squares of the

correlalion coefficien¡ indicated thai .27, .12, and .ss of the

variation in the data rvas accounted for by the models due to
regression by the coefficient of friction, feeding speed, and

separaticn ro11 speed variables, respectivet-y. AlL the F - test

statístics indicatec significant accountability of error by the

models. The T - test and F - lest statistics were equivalentr âs

indicated in the previous discussion. The T - test statistics
indicate high significance. This implies high accountability of the

response variable by the estimated parameters and high importance of

static
speed.
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the linear terms. The values of the residual sum of squares

appeared inflated which indicated the need for improvement of the

prediction model in order to reduce the high errors associated with

the univariate regressions.

À model was developed from the combination of the independent

variables using their linear terms. The variables were combined by

starting with the independent variable of highest influence on the

response variable and adding the remaining variables in order of

their influence as indicated in the univariate regressions. Table

7(a) contains the statistics of the regression model.

The statistics indicated more dependence by the response variable

on the combined independent variables than on the individual

variables. The square of the murtipre correration coefficient,
indicated that.8'1 of the variation in the data was accounted for by

the model. The overall F - test statistic was high and indicated

significant accountability of the variation. The sequential sum of

squares statistics indicated that the addition of the coefficient of

friction and feeding speed terms to the separation roll speed (which

had the highest dependence in the univariate model) contributed

significantly. The information given by the the partial sum of

sguares statistics indicated that the importance of each variable in

the model $¡as similar to that indicated in the univariate

regressions.
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The partial sum of squares statistics indicated that the

separation ro11 speed r¡as the most important variable in the model

and the feeding speed was the least important. The est imated

parameters were highly significant as indicated by the T - test

statistics. Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the scatter plots of the

residuals against the coefficient of friction, rhe feeding speed,

and the separation roll speed variables, respectively. Due to the

vertical scatler of the plots the dependence of the residual-s on the

variables ï¡as not obvious.

0.
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:0
6
o

-{

Figure 14. Scatter
of the combined

0.31
coef f ic ient oI

plot of residuals
variables model of

0.33
friction

versus coefficient of friction
I inear terms

2B
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Figure 15. Scatter p).ot of
combined variables model
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teeding speed (m/min)
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speed of the

rÉ)!0
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Figure 1 6. Scatter
of the combined

Tooo Booo
separation roll speed (rpm)

plot of residuals versus separation roLL speed
variables model of linear terms
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(nigure 17).

made regardi

outLiers.

68

residuals were plotted against the predicted data

The plots indicated no vior"ation of the assumpLions

ng errors. There was also no indication of potential

0.980
predicted

o

U
o
c,

Figure 17. scatter plot of residuals versus predicted values of thecombined variables model of linear terms

Table 7(b) contains statistics from a regression of the response

by the linear terms using the nerhod of ordinary least squares. The

improvement achieved by using weighted least squares (tabre 7(a))
indicates the adverse ef fect of variance heterogeneity in prediction

and the need for weights in the analysis of the data.

0.992
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The method of weighted least squares improved the value of the

estimated parameters, and reduced their standard errors. The square

of the multiple correlation coefficient improved from .75 to .gl,
indicating more accountability of the variation in the data by the

weighted least squares model. The weighted least sguares method

produced a better fitting prediction modeL. However, high

dependence on rinear terms did not nean that other terms were not

regui red.

The next stage in the development of the model r'¡as the addi t ion

of joint terms (page 16) to the model. The terms were analyzed for

Lhe significance of their contributions (fable 9). The square of

the multiple correlation coefficient statistic vras .83. The

improvement was not regarded large since the addition of more terms

will always lead to more variation response being accounted for by

the model. The overall regression F - test statistic l¡as

significant as in the previous model. The importance of the

addition of the joint terms lras evaruated by examining the

sequential sum of squares statistics.. The statistics indicated that

the contributions of the terms to the model were not significant,

except for the separation roll/coefficient of friction term. The T

- test statistic for the feeding speed linear term parameter

estimate was adversely affected by the addition of joint terms. The

estimated parameters of the separation ro11 speed/feeding speed and

coefficient of friction/feeding speed joint terms vrere not

significant, and therefore not necessary.
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Tab1e 8. Regression of the variabre k by the 1inear and joint terms
of the independent variables

Source Sequential
of sum of Parameter Estimate
variation* squares F(p>F) estimate r(n> lr | ) std. error

bo I i .30547 40 33.25 o .03926679
( 0.0001 )

b, I 1045.7249 862.44 -0.0000368 -7.04 0.00000523
(0.0001 ) (0.0001 )

bz I 39'1 "9344 322.73 -0.8189125 - 6.4s 0.12690867
( 0.0001 ) ( 0.0001 )

bs I 1 05. 9344 87 .37 -O .0444998 -1 . 57 0. 02834068(0.0001) (0"1176)

bo I 25.3190 20.88 0.0000816 4.84 0.00001694(0.0011) (0.0001)

bul 13"1846 10.87 0.0000067 3,28 0.0000020s
(0.0001 ) (0.0012)

bo I o.3zz6s 0.27 0.0413883 0.52 0.08023336
( 0.6064 ) ( 0.6064 )

Error
mean sguare

F

P>F

p2

1 .21253

217.43

0.0001

0.83222

xb¿ = separation ro11 speed/inter-fibel cffi
friction, bs = separation ro11/feeding speed, and bo = inter-fiber
coefficient of static friction/feeding speed.



There t.as no peculiarity

predicted data (Figure 18).

:he linear terms model did

12

of the residual-s against the

expected since the pJ_ot from

problems s i th da ta .

in the ptot

Thi s was

not show any

s
!0
ø
e)

0.956 0. 968

Figure 18. Scatter plot of
model of linear and joint

0.980
predicted

residuals versus preoicted vaLues of the
terms

The last stage in lhe development

of quadratic terms (rable 9).

correlation coefficient improved to

squares statistics indicated that

separation ro11 speed and feeding

of the modeL was the addition

The square of the mult iple

.87. The sequentiaL sum of

the contributions of the

speed quaCrat ic terms r+ere

est imated parämeter of thesignificant Hcwever, since the
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separation ro11 speed term !¡as cl0se or equal to zero, this term

appeared to be unnecessary in the prediction model. À separate

anaLysis of the feeding speed quadratic term indicateo that the

term could not be used as an arternative to the rinear term since

this did not Lead to an improvement of the overalL statistics of the

regression. The importance of the estimated parameters of alt the

linear terms were adversely affected by the addition of quadratic

lerms. This rneant that the use of linear and guadratic terms

together was not an advantage. The scatter pl_ot of the weighted

residuals against the observed and the predicted vaLues (nigure 19)

showed an improved overall. appearance in the distribution of the

residuals.

an

4)
:0
o
4'

-4

0.9s6 0.

Figure 'l 9. Scatter prot of
nodel of linear, joint,

,bö 0. 980 0. 992predicted

residuai.s versus predicted values of the
and quadratic terms

0. 958
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TabIe 9. Regression
quadratic terms of

of the variable k

the independent
by the linear, joint, and

variables

Sourc e
of
variation*

Sequential
sum of
squares F(P>F)

Pa rame te r
estimate r(e>lrl)

Est imate
std. error

bol

b' 
I

bzl

b'l

bol

bul

bsl

bzl

bel

b, I

1045.7249

391 "9344

1 05.9344

25.3 1 90

13.1846

1 071 .08
(0.0001 )

1 08.50
(0.0001 )

25.93
(0"0001 )

2s.93
(0.0001 )

13.50
( 0.0003 )

1 "2781612

0.0000153

-1.8668049

0.0048707

0.0000852

0. 0000057

0.0372216

-0.0000000

1.650042'1

-0. 05 1 4059

-12.7 4
( 0.000 1 )

-1.70
( 0.0e1 0 )

-3. 09
(0.0022)

0 .17
(0.8647)

5. 60
(0.0001)

3. 07
( 0.0024 )

0.51
(0.6083)

-6. 53
(0.0001)

1.69
( 0.092e )

-4.07
(0.0001)

0. 1 0028904

0.00000900

0.60476486

0.02855953

0.00001522

0.000001 85

0.07253665

0.00000000

0.97840618

0 .0126327 6

0 ,32265 0.33
( 0. 56s9 )

45.8969

2.98532 3.06
( 0.081 s )

16.167 41

47 .01
( 0. 0001 )

16.56
(0.0001 )

Er ror
Mean Square

F

P>F

pz

0 .97 632

187.41

0.0001

0.86645

*bz = separation speed, ba = feeding speed,
f riction.

rol I
staticcoefficient of

and bg = inter-f ber
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Selected Model

The nature of separation technology made it necessary to consider it
important to include aIl the linear terms of the independent

variabLes in the model. Since the contributions of the joint and

quadratic terms did not add significant information to the linear

model, the conclusion was that within the limits used for the

variables values, the response vras adequately accounted for by the

linear parameter estimates. The selected model ças of the form:

k = 1.10835 - 2.2988x'10¡ + 1.5197xt020 - 9.5x106ry

Table 7(a), page 63, contains the statisiics of the selected

model. The model's accountability of variation in the data is high

at 81%. The overal]- regression F - test is highLy significant at a

.0001 propability value, and so are the seguential and partiar

statistics. The residual mean square, or variance of the data, is

lor¿. The estimated parameters are highly significant as indicated

by the T statistics.

The parameters and the statistics of the modei are reasonable in

their reflection of the trends in the observed data. The

inter-fiber static coefficient of friction and the separation roll
speed terms lower the value of the interaction factor and the

feeding speed term raises it. It was expected that the importance

of the separation ro11 speed term wouLd dominate because of the

magnitude of the operation mode of the separation device. Each term

of the separation ro11 speed variabl-e had the J"argest contribution

to the model in the linear, joint, and quadratic rerms. It r+as aLso



expected that the

most to the error

fiber properties"
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friction term vrould contribute the

of the varying nature of cotton

coef f ic ient of

value because

ADEOUÀCY OF MODEL

It is important that the selected

the observed data.

model shows high agreement with

A final graphical assessment of the residuals v¡as made to examine

the adequacy of the model. Examination of the plot of means of

weighted residuals against the observed values (figure 20) indicated

an even distribution of the high and low values of the residuals

[13]. This is a desired indication that the model is appropriate.

The plot also indicated that the model is appropriate over all
observed values. Figure 2'1 shows the histogram distribution of the

standardized residuals and the results of the normaL distribution
tests. The Kolmogorov test (0 statistic ) indicated a highry

significant normal distribution. The normal probability plot

illustrated good agreement between the modeL residuals and the

normal distribution. The tests and the plots indicated that the

residuals were random with distribution N (0,02) (see assumption 5).

98% of the residuals are within -1.73 and +1.73, which are rvithin

the acceptable limits of the 2o value of the normal distribution

t13l .

Figure 22 shows a plot of the predicted mean values against

observed mean values. The plots were close to the diagonal line

described at 450 from each axis. This infoimation is an indication

of good fit of the prediction model.



7"1

0.950 0.980

observed

F!gure 20. scatter piot of residual means versus observed data of
the model of linear terms
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Figure 22. Scatter plot of mean values of predicted versus observed
data of the model of linear terms
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Figures 23, 24, and 25 shor¡ comparisons of the means of the

predicted and observed values of the variable k against the

coefficient of friction, feeding speed, and separation ro11 speed,

respectiveJ.y. The plots indicated good prediction of the variable

k by the modeL. Therefore the terms in the model were considered

adequate in expressing the behaviour of the data.

.990

.970

- 9s0

0.28

Figure 23. Scatter plots
versus coefficient of

0.31 0.33
coefficient of friction

of mean values of predicted
friction vaLues of the model

and observed
of ]inear terms

predicted
obse r ved
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Figure 24
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0.18 0.39 0.60feeding speed (m/min )

. - S.?tter plots of mean vaLues of predicted
feeding speed values of the model óf linear

and observed
t e rrns

.990

.970

.9s0

Figure 25. Scatter pJ.ots
versus separation roll

7000 8000
separation roll speed (rpm)

of mean val-ues of predicted and observed
speed vaLues of the nodel of linear terms

predicted
obse r ved
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The model obtained is an empíricaI one for predicting the

frictional interaction factor from inter-fiber static coefficient of

friction, fiber feeding speed, and separation roll speed variables

in the separation process of open-end yarn spinning. The model is

made up of parameters of the tinear terms of the variables.



Chapter V

CONCTUS I ONS

ST]MMARY

It has been demonstrated through information from literature and

experimental investigations of this study that frictional
interaction is important to the processing of fibers.

The review of past studies provided theoreticaL and experimental

information on the nature and influence of three major parameters of

the fiber separation process of open-end rotor yarn spinning. The

investigated parameters rlere: the inter-fiber coefficient of static

friction, fiber feeding speed, and separation ro11 speed.

Literature by HearJ.e 1321, Belov l5l, Rholena et. aI. [36] and other

researchers indicated that inter-fiber coefficient of fr'iction and

dynamic and static conditions of the fiber influence the movement of

fibers in yarn spinning processes, including that of rotor spinning.

In rotor spinning, inter-fiber coefficient of static friction
influences the restraining forces at f iber separation,

transportation and stripping while the f iber feeding speed

influences frictional interaction forces at fiber separation, and

the proportion of a fiber acted on by the separation roll 
"

Separalion ro11 speed influences forces created due lo the force of

separating fibers, and due to forces crealed from the motion of the

separation ro1l. Since these influences affect interaction between

-83-
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the fiber and neighboring surfaces, lhe flow of the fibers is

affected. The concept of an interaction factor r+as developed to

express changes in fiber flow in the separation section of the rotor

yarn spinning unit.

Experimental tests were conducted on cotton fiber slivers. The

inter-fiber coefficient of static friction was altered in order to

provide three values of the coefficient. The fibers were passed

through the separation section of an open-end rotor unit at three

levels of the feeding and separation ro11 speeds. The mass of fiber

entering the unit and the mass of fiber deposited in the output were

used to determine values of the frictional interaction factor. The

data indicated that the value of the interaction factor is reduced

by increases in the coefficient of friction and separation roll
speed and is increased by increase in the feeding speed. The

variances at the values of the independent variables v¡ere not

constant. The lack of homogeneity in the variance of the data was

determined using Bartlett's test.

The investigations led to the development of an empirical model

to predict the interaction factor from the process parameters. The

model was developed by statistical methods of regression of the

data. The method of weighted least squares was used because of

heterogeneity in the variance of the data. The method reduced the

error of the prediction model and improved the square of murtiple

correlation by 6%. The most inportant parts of a prediction model

are the parameter estimates rvhich express the extent of infLuence on

the dependent variable. Estimates for the linear, joint, and
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quaora:ic terms of the independent variables !rere evaluated for the

importance of terms. The most important variabl-e was the separation

roJ.j. speed and the least r+as the fiber feeding speed.

The model was found to be significantLy linear. Its

accoun¡abiJ.ity of the variation in the data r+as high and significant

at 81%. The separation roIl/inter-fiber coefficient of friction was

the oniy joint term with significant parameter estimares; however

the contribution was of litt1e importance. The coeff icieni of

friction had an insigni f icant quadratic term. The rest of the

quadratic terms contributed littIe information to the modeI. The

l-inear model was adequate over the whoLe range of data. The modeL

was of the form:

k = 1.10835 - 2.2988x10¡ + 1.5797x1020 - 9.5x1059,

ÀPPtiCÀTION OF MODEL

The model was developed from data obtained from tests on cotton

fibers. There is no evidence that the model is applicabLe to other

types of fibers, however, since the differences in the response

values are due to the interaction of surfaces, all fibers are

expected to behave similar).y when these conditions are affected.

The model does not provide information on the source of the

variability in the interaction factor, however, possible sources

were discussed in the report. There is no evidence to indicate that

the model wil-1 be applicable outside the range space of the

inoependent variables used in the study. It is equal.ly important

tha! conditions of application of the nrodel resembLe those used in

the study.
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A significant application of the moder is in process and quality

control decision making. The model offers an opportunity to

evaluate changes in the final product when changes in process

conditions are realized, without the involvement of costly

production stoppages. since the conditions in the development of

the model were made to resemble manufacturing conditions as nuch as

possibre the moder may be used for probrem solving purposes in the

manufacture of yarn" The model is also considered important for

research work in fiber and rotor technology development.

IMPLICÀTTONS ÀND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEÀRCH

This research is regarded to provide important information for

further research in the area of. f.rictional interaction in fiber
processes. 0ther variables which affect surface interaction of

fibers are necessary for the complete development of the model, such

as fiber length and fineness.

A number of researchers have

parameters of spinning products.

processing of fibers into yarn, it
correlation of the behavior of the

final product.

investigated changes in Lhe

Since the study did not involve

is desirable to investigate the

model to the parameters of the

À useful study would be to investigate the periodic and

nonperiodic variations of the interaction factors from inhomogeneous

and homogeneous nixtures of fibers. since frictional changes have

been found to affect the flow of fibers it is expected that the

information of the interaction factor does reflect changes in the



flor+. It is also important to

of the process since these are

machine stoppages and/or product
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investigate steady-state conditions

cruc ial to information concerning

cons i stency .

Most processing conditions are a trade-off of setting conditions.

It is useful to investigaLe the relation of frictional interaction

factors on the life of the product and processing equipment, in

order to get information of the benefit of such conditions.

Most of the proposed studies would be complicated to investigate.

computer simulation is useful in the investigation of such cases.

The technique provides a model of the real system which is a useful

as indicator of the behavior of the real system under a combination

of conditions. Sinulated dynamic changes can be correlated h'ith

real data to provide a more realislic model of the system. The

model, however, is not capable of predicting the response varues,

but is useful for comparison purposes.



GLOSSÀRY

DEFINiTION OF TERMS

The following is a discussion of words and symbols used in the

context of this report.

sliver is an oriented untwisted continuous assembry of fibers

arranged at random aJ-ong an axis.

separation is the process of removing a fiber or fiber tuft from

an assembly of fibers. The separation rolr is also known as the

combing roll or opening ro11.

strippinq is the removal of fibers from the separation rorl by

the air currents of the air-transport channel.

Draftinq is the process of sriding fibers of a sliver past each

other so as to elongate the sliver.

Floatinq fiber is a fiber shorter than the distance set between

guiding rolls in roller drafting.

steadv-state is the condilion of a process after a long period of

t ime.

Contact element is the specific unit area of a material.

-88-
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Table 10. Ðefinition of variable notation

o = total number of contact elements per centimeter

of the floating fiber length

e = number of elements in contact r+ith moving surface

€' = number of contact elements necessary for its
transfer to speed z1

€" = number of contact elements necessary to maintain y1

c = factor of the dependence of F6 on preSSure

p = frictional force of resistance to sliding

Fe = static frictional force between surfaces

Fo r = dynamic frictional force between sliding surfaces

F1 = force compressing the sl_iver in the nip

F2 = resultant frictional force in the condenser

F3 = frictional, force betr+een sliver and feed plate

F¡ = circumferential force on the feed roll
F6 = maximum static withdrawal force

Fz = dynamic force acting on fibers at a speed change

fo = force constant representing interaction betvieen fibers

tt = coefficient of friction between surfaces

m = mass of fiber

po = static coefficient of friction

t¿o 1 = dynamic coefficient of friction

uz = coefficient of friction between sliver and feed plate

¡r3 = coefficient of friction between sliver and feed roll
p = pressure in the drafiing zone

lrf = normal f orce (load) actir:q on surf ace
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